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1. First decide what sort of impression you want to make with ˆpictures˜. Do you want to be fa
2. Keep your choice of art in proportion to where you will hang it. If a picture is too large

3. Never try to save money by forcing a picture into a frame that neither suits it, fits it or

4. Always consider the picture first when framing it and not the décor of the room. The pictur

5. Always choose images ˆyou˜ like and not what ˆMavis across the road˜ considers to be good t

6. If you buy a print or painting for a good price don´t allow the fact to convince you it onl

7. If you have short or narrow rooms you can make them look longer by displaying long panorami

8. Another space illusion can be achieved by matching your framed art with a similarly treated

9. Picture rails seem to be coming back into fashion, but think long and hard before you decid
10. Always insist your pictures are strung for hanging with a good quality wire and not cord.

11. The coloured cardboard edging that framers use to surround a picture when framing is calle

12. The terms ˆPortrait˜ and ˆLandscape˜ are more accurately applied to the attitude of the pi

13. Always insist on a wooden frame as opposed to a ˆcomposite˜ which will be made from extrud

14. When framing family pictures consider placing more than one in each frame. Modern mount cu

15. Non reflective Glass will usually cost you up to double the price of regular 2mm float gla

16. If you are buying an Oil Painting stick to these two rules: Buy what you like and spend wh
17. Try and avoid fancy baroque style gold frames ˆunless˜ they suit your décor. Elaborate or

18. Beware of Fads! Wacky art may look great when you first see it, but how quickly might it b

19. We´ve all seen them, those clever pictures that light up, dazzle us with flowing waterfall

20. Take a look at the old pictures you have in your home right now. If you are thinking of ge
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